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Abstract
This paper explores the issues of alienation, immigration from homeland, exile and identity crisis blooming out in the resistance poetry represented by the Palestinian and Arab poets with special reference to the poetry of Mahmoud Darwish. Exile which comes within the fold of postcolonial studies becomes one of the most powerful issues in contemporary world literature. Exile refers not only the living away from homeland but also the condition caused by such physical absence. The aim of this paper is to reflect the sense of nostalgia and the emotional attachment of the poet as well as the other Palestinians towards their homeland.	From the analysis of the poems of Mahmoud Darwish which belong to such literature, there arise a few questions like: What do the concept of 'exile' and 'identity' mean? Why are these concepts important in representing Palestinian literature? How do these concepts express the main motif of Darwish's poems? I will try to assess the answers to these questions in this paper.
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Introduction
The issues of identity and exile arise within the parameter of postcolonial studies. The term 'postcolonialism' refers to the period after colonialism. "Colonialism can be defined as the conquest and control of other people's land and goods."(Loomba.1998.20pg.) It is the subjugation of one population to another. It involves political, economic and cultural domination.
Postcolonialism is concerned with what happens to a culture from the beginning of colonization to the present. It studies concerned identities, mindset and hybridity of the culture. In the words of Edward Said, "It is the study of binary social oppositions between 'us' and 'them' ". (Orientalism, 1978) Helen Gilbert and Joanne Tompkins point out that postcolonialism is not a 'temporal concept' rather a period of time following the end of foreign governance. Instead, 'it is a complex mixture of contesting discourses, social hierarchies and power structure'. (Quoted in Dobie. Theory into practice.206pg) Postcolonial literature focuses on ambiguity or loss of identity and investigates clash of cultures in which one considers itself superior and imposes its own culture and practices on the less powerful one. The postcolonial critics are also very much aware of the use of language.
The concept of exile is so much old that it can be traced back to Adam and Eve who were exiled from heaven because of their disobedience to God. But in the present paper the concept of exile is treated from postcolonial perspective. Exile is the antithesis of homeland which arises from the separation of one's homeland and soil. Exile involves first becoming detached from one's place and then a feeling of estrangement. The literature which deals with exile is a blend of expressions of identity crisis and alienation. Exile may refer to immigration, dispersion, absence from homeland, uprooting, banishment and voluntary migration in search of freedom. Edward Said depicts the exile person's situation as one of being uprooted. He said in Reflection on exile and other essays, "Exile unlike nationalism, is fundamentally a discontinuous state of being. Exile are cut off from their roots, their land and their past...exile feels, therefore, an urgent need to reconstitute their broken lives, usually by choosing to see himself/herself as part of a triumphant ideology or a restored people."(Quoted in the article, Jorge Amado: Exile and Literature)
Homeland which is chiefly associated with exile is put in question in course of colonization and people struggle for their identities. When one is forcefully exiled or dislocated from their homeland, the concept of diaspora comes. According to thinker like John McLeod, Salman Rushdie, home can be imagined in diaspora communities as a' mythic place' or ' an imaginary homeland'. Bill Ashcroft, Gareth Griffiths and Helen Tiffin define diaspora as " the voluntary or forcible movements of the people from homelands into new regions, is a central historical fact of colonization... the wide spread effect of this migration... continue on a global scale".(key concept in post-colonial studies, 1998,68)
In the case of Palestinians, exile is the forceful uprooting from their own homeland. The Nakba of 1948 or the destruction of Palestine is a painful history. This is a turning point in Modern Arabic literature. The Palestinian literature mostly flourished in exile. Their writings are an attempt to preserve a threatened identity. Franz Fanon in his Wretched Of The Earth (1961) talks about cultural resistance. He argued that first step for the colonized people in finding a voice and identity is to reclaim their own past. The Palestinians who are exiled from their land became conscious of their identities and wanted to regain what they have lost. Their angst and frustration toward the Israeli is depicted through their writings.	
	Exile is the forceful uprooting from one's own land. Exile or place and displacement is a major concern in postcolonial literature. It is from this point, the crisis of identity comes into being. Issues of exile and identity are very dominant in the literature of Palestine. This literature embodies the free spirit of a people whose desire for freedom and self-determination has not died in the face of oppression and the political dispossession of homeland. Through their writings they show their frustration and as a result arises the poetry of resistance.
Mahmoud Darwish is one of the Palestinian poets who was enforced to be dislocated, jailed and exiled. He has the experience of homeliness. His poems are very powerful and patriotic based on homeland and identity. Darwish captures in his poetry the Palestinian consciousness and the collective memories of homeland. This paper aims to analyze exile and identity and importance of homeland in poetry of Mahmoud Darwish and how he explores the feeling of Palestinians who are detached from their land. The focus will be on the thematic structure and the use of expressive words, symbols and images that manifest postcolonial identity.
Exile and identity are the major features of postcolonial studies concerned with the deportation of people of their own homeland. Exile is not a matter of one's own choice rather it is imposed by political and social circumstances. It first detaches a person from his own place and then gives a sense of alienation. It was a burning issue during colonization which was faced not only by the people of Palestine but was observed all over the world in the countries like Australia, America, India and many more. Identity which is chiefly associated with exile was also in question with the course of colonization. People were struggling for their existence. During that period, literature arouse with new content. Writers took writing as a means to unfold their anger towards the coercive expulsion. Writing became the vehicle to unveil their suppressed thought. Literature of exile is a fuse of expressions of alienation and expulsion. Exile which refers to immigration, dispersion, absence from homeland and uprooting entice the content of nostalgia, memory and angst in such literature.
Exile in case of Palestine refers to the forceful uprooting of the Palestinians by the Israelis. The issue of Palestine is extremely painful. In the first half of the twentieth century, Palestine witnessed major political, social and literary changes. The Nakba or destruction of 1948 had a great impact on the literature of Palestine.  To express their historic circumstances, the writers took up different issues related to that catastrophe. Through their writings, writers tried to voice their identity and reclaim their lost land. The defeat of 1948 in Palestine and the later military occupation was a turning point in Modern Arabic literature. Palestinian literature flourished in exile and tried to preserve a threatened identity. This literature is a perfect reflection of the yearning of the people of Palestine for their homeland.
The movements and nakba are very important in shaping the emergence of resistance poetry in Palestinian literature. It integrates the free spirit of people whose desire for freedom and search for identity has not died in the face of oppression. Patriotic writings flourished during this mandate period. Early literature of Palestine mainly focused on love poetry, historical and religious essays, educational textbooks and translations. The writers used to translate from English, French and Russian literature into Arabic. Among these translations, were the novel, the short story and literary criticism as well as the modernist poetry of T. S. Eliot and Ezra Pound.
Israeli occupation which has a crucial effect on Palestine also changed the motif of the literature. Along with prose, poetry has the theme of exile which documented the childhood and experience of poets who left their homeland. The poetry also revolves around the theme of nostalgia. The poets who were deprived of their homeland construct their memory of it by means of evoking individual and collective memory of their previous lives. Even the very words of their poetry function as a means to preserve the lost homeland and the Palestinian identity in collective mind and memory. The motif of expulsion is used by the poets at the sensory level.
Mahmoud Darwish (13th March, 1941-9th August, 2008) who was regarded as the national poet of Palestine, compared his homeland to the loss of Eden, birth and resurrection and the anguish of dispossession and exile. His treatment of the theme of exile made him unique and legendary among the other Palestinian poets. He was from the village of al-Birwa in Western Galilee. He experienced exile twice in his life. First, when he was seven years old, his village was invaded by the Israeli forces in June 1948 and his family escaped to Lebanon. Secondly, when he left his country in his own choice in 1970. Darwish who was a refugee in his own homeland and also experienced imprisonment tried to liberate himself with the words of his poetry. He started writing poetry at the age of seventeen about the sufferings of Palestinians in the Nakba. His first published book of poetry was wingless birds (1960). He published more than thirty volumes of poetry over his long literary life. His second volume of collected poems is Leaves of Olives (1964) which includes his most famous poem Identity Card. The poem was first recited by Darwish on 1 May, 1965 to a crowd in Nazareth movie house which aroused turbulent reaction among the public. This poem is regarded by many as the Palestinian national poem.
The poem Identity Card was first published in Arabic. When Darwish wrote this poem, at that very period the Arab locales in Israel were controlled by the military government established in 1948 and every area of civilian life from registering a birth to travelling outside required a document signed by the military governor. When wrote this poem he was an angry young poet and his angst is nicely reflected in the poem. The poem begins with the most famous line Write down/ I am an Arab which is repeated many times in the poem emphasizing the poet's outrage of being dehumanized as if he is nothing more than his identity card number. The poet proudly affirms his ancestral identity that he is one of the Arab people and he is not ashamed of his root. He is not at all afraid to declare and emphasize his identity to one of the Israeli soldiers. The repetition of the opening line Write down/ I am an Arab highlights the difficulties of the Arabs in obtaining legal status and identity under the new Israeli state.
Write down!
I am an Arab
And my identity card number is fifty thousand
I have eight children
 And the ninth will come after a summer
Will you be angry? (Identity Card)
	His voice and tone bear pride and bravery. The number of his identity card is fifty thousand which shows the long history of Palestine and its people. It also clarifies the number of Palestinians who faced exile and had to bear identity card. He says that he has eight children and ensures that very soon he is going to have one more. He is proud of his progeny and in a way it is a rebellion against the colonizers. He is carefree and works as his own wish. He asks sarcastically to the officials whether they will be angry as he is going to have more children.
By asserting his Arab identity, the poet argues that he feels no shame while working with the common Palestinians in the quarry to earn bread and food of honour for his children and he does not beg charity at the doors of the colonizers. He is not ashamed of his demeaned socio-economic status while earning his wages as a laborer. He maintains human dignity and pride in his Arab heritage. Palestinian became refugees in their own country when the Israeli occupy their land. He says that he recognizes his identity, his existence and his motherland but there is a feeling of estrangement. He realizes that his identity is merely a name without a title- a home without being homed. He feels homeliness in his own land where people are enraged as their root is in question. The poet says that his root is very old and uses images from nature like pines, olive trees and grass to show his Arab heritage and his devotion towards his homeland.
Darwish was proud of his ancestry who were peasants worked on lands. They had a connection with the lands than anybody else and can recognize the history and value of this land who are the real owners.
My father...descends from the family of the plow
Not from a privileged class 
And my grandfather....was a farmer
Neither well-bred, nor well-born!
Teaches me the pride of the sun
Before teaching me how to read
And my house is like a watchman's hut. (Identity Card)
	He says that though his ancestors were illiterates but taught him to maintain dignity before teaching him how to read. The poet as representative of the Palestinians says that he lives in a house which is like the house of watchman made of branches and cane. This shows the simplicity of these people.
The poet addresses the Israelis and speaks about the history in its nakedness. He accuses the colonizers of stealing their lands.
You have stolen the orchard of my ancestors
And the land which I cultivated
Along with my children
And you left nothing for us 
Except for these rocks....
So will the state take them
As it has been said? (Identity Card)
Israelis have taken away everything from them leaving only the rocks. Now Darwish wonders whether state is going to take away the stones too. He accuses the Israelis in a revolutionary tone and is not at all afraid of their tyranny. Though the poet is angry but he positively asserts addressing the colonizers that whatever their root or race, neither does he hate people, nor does he encroach on other people's life. But if his basic needs and requirements are hindered, he will be angry. He says:
The usurper’s flesh will be my food
Beware!
Beware!  
Of my hunger 
And my Anger! (Identity Card)
	The poet is desperately trying to defend his national identity which is denied to them by the colonizers. The tone of the poem bears anger, enthusiasm, and bravery. The voice of the poet is very powerful which reflects the pains and sufferings of the Palestinians. Darwish's use of I many times throughout the poem represents the entire Palestinians who are in search of identity. His use of "I, I am, my" ensures his national identity. This poem is a symbol of culture and political resistance to Israeli's coercive dispossession of Palestinians of their homeland.
The poem To My Mother expresses the poet's closeness to his motherland. Darwish wrote this poem when he was in Israeli prison, jailed for going out of Haifa without permission from the military governor to read his poem Identity card. The poem is written from one of his personal experiences while he was in prison. His mother came to meet him once carrying bread and fresh-brewed coffee that the officer threw on the ground preventing her from seeing Darwish.
In this poem, 'mother' is used as a metaphor for homeland, for Palestine by Darwish. Like many other Palestinians he has personal experiences with house arrest, hardship and exile. He uses metaphors to portray his feelings towards exile and the anguish of being deprived of his homeland. This poem treats issues of political, historical and national concern and deeply personal thought and attitude. The poem begins as:
I long for my mother's bread
My mother's coffee
Her touch (To My Mother)
Everything has changed in the occupied land and the poet yearns for the older days and his mother's bread. 'Bread' is used as a metaphor for basic human needs for survival. The bread offered by his mother is a symbol of peace and metaphor for love. He uses 'longing' for bread and coffee and mother's touch to highlight how much he misses his mother and country. Darwish uses powerful images to interlink his internal feelings with the external scenery of his homeland. He is nostalgic towards childhood place and people.
The poet's expression of love and respect towards Palestine reaches its height when he says:
I must be worth my life
At the hour of my death
Worth the tears of my mother (To My Mother)
	The poem expresses the poet's long journey of detachment from his homeland. The use of images and powerful similes show his willingness to sacrifice for his land. He says: 'Take me as a veil to your eyelashes', 'use me as a wood to feed your fire'. The poet is very much uncertain whether he will be able to come out of his imprisonment or the period of exile. The image of 'veil' refers to the Arab Muslim culture or it may refer to the desire of poet to remain close to his mother. Without his home, the poet feels very weak and vulnerable and he yearns for his childhood memories which are lost now. The poem represents the poet's strong connection to his homeland. Long years of exile could not make him forget his mother's bread and coffee.

Conclusion
Therefore, from the above analysis of the two poems Identity Card and To My Mother by Mahmoud Darwish, it can be said that identity crisis remained a dominant factor in Palestinian poetry of exile. Darwish immortalized the concept of exile and contributed to the formation of Palestinian identity through his poetry. He used the identity of the exile as a means through which he challenged the subjugation enforced by Israeli colonization. Darwish who has experienced exile and imprisonment used very impressive and expressive images. He used lively images related to Palestinian landscape and people and their hard living. These poems reveal the sufferings of the Palestinians in exile, their search for identity and their feeling of love and nostalgia towards homeland. His poem Identity Card is a defense of his postcolonial identity. He uses pronouns that assert his identity and his use of images from Palestinian landscape shows his love and bond with his homeland. Darwish as a poet tried to represent the feelings and the psyche of the Palestinians through his poetry. In this paper I have tried to demonstrate through the analysis of the poems Identity Card and To My Mother how Darwish expresses people's struggle and search for identity in Palestine under the Israeli occupation.
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